Tuberous breast in adolescent: a case report

Abstract

The tuberous breast is a rare pathology that affects mainly young women and is characterized by deformities that strike the breasts, such as an enlarged areola, less breast tissue, flaccidity and a close base in the fold of the breast. In the case report, it is a 14-year-old female patient with tuberous breasts and emotional disorders such as aggression, introspection and low self-esteem as a result of the psychological influence of breast changes. After medical exam, a surgical procedure and psychological treatment were indicated, this would improve the appearance of the breasts and should soften the emotional problems of this teenager. The rare quantity of tuberous breast cases, the therapeutic difficulty, as well as the importance of this disease in the physical and emotional development, could prove the importance of this study.
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Introduction

The tuberous breast is a rare condition that affects young women and could be under diagnosed and undergoes the absence of clinical correlation in cases of breast asymmetry.1 The tuberous sinus was first described by Rees and Aston2 and is a rare anomaly of breast shape according to the age of breast development. It presents as characteristics, an enlarged areola, less breast tissue, flaccidity and a narrow base in the fold of the breast.3,4 The left breast is usually more tuberous and lower than the right one, with no differences in the areola or nipple.5

Grolleau et al.4 described 3 types of tuberous breast:

1. Type I - characterized by hypoplasia of the medial inferior quadrant;
2. Type II - both lower quadrants are hypoplastic;
3. Type III - is characterized by severe constriction, with minimal breast base and apparent deficiency of all quadrants of the breast.1,4

However, this classification is very subjective, but the Northwood index is more objective, which is based exclusively on the herniaion of the mammary parenchyma through the areola as a fundamental point in the development of the tuberous breast. It is calculated by the relation between the measure of parenchymal protrusion through the areola (distance from the tip of the papilla to the base of the areola measured in centimeters) and the areolar diameter measured in centimeters. The index greater than 0.4 defines a tuberous breast, which severity could be classified in mild (0.4 to 0.5), moderate (0.51 to 0.6) or severe (0.61 to 0.7).1,5 The early manifestation of signs of this mammary pathology could be observed since before puberty, when hormonal factors stimulate the gland and the mammary growth, due to the anterior projection of the areola-nipple complex and the peripheral expansion of the base of the breasts.1,6 The breast represents an important symbol of woman’s femininity and its deformity result in several psychological problems that, together with the sociocultural influences, motivate surgical interventions to improve its aesthetics.1,9

In this report, it is described the rare case of a 14-year-old woman with tuberous breast and emotional changes as a result from these breast alterations.

Case report

D.C.S., a 14-year-old female patient from Juazeiro do Norte, in State of Ceará, was taken by her mother to the adolescent ambulatory at Maria Amélia Bezerra Children’s Hospital. This hospital supports the Estácio de Sá College of Medicine, located in the same city. The teenager’s mother reported changes in the appearance of adolescent breasts Figure 1, which occurred two years ago, and behavioral disorders, such as aggression and introspection, attributed...
to this fact. Her mother also expressed intense desire to correct the alterations so that she could have a satisfactory anatomical and psychological development. Physical examination: shy expression, uncommunicative, but collaborative patient; hypotrophic mammary parenchyma bilaterally; breasts with enlarged areolas and the right breast was lower, showing asymmetry of both breasts; the right breast was larger than the left; finally, a constrictive ring was present at the base of the breasts (Figure 2). A two-time surgical correction was proposed for this case. At the first moment, the areolar symmetrization was performed by resection of an excess skin ring, followed by detachment of skin covering the breast, and accommodation of the herniated contents within this detached area, aiming to achieve improvement in the breast contour and a decrease in possibility of relapse. At the second time, after the expected parenchymal development, a silicone implant with adequate volume and planar size to be determined according to glandular growth would be placed.
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**Figure 1** Tuberous breasts of the patient in anteroposterior view.
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**Figure 2** Oblique view of the patient's breasts.

**Discussion**

The tuberous breast is a deformity found mainly in young women and may be unilateral or bilateral, symmetrical or not and may still cause important psychic suffering. There are many theories about the etiology of this disease, however no one is convincing. One of the hypotheses described is that adhesions of the superficial fascia of the dermis and deep planes of the musculature do not let the peripheral expansion of the breast, mainly in lower quadrants. There is also the possibility of a genetic factor, due to the known presence of familial cases, and it is the only risk factor identified until now. Although some studies announce that the prevalence of tuberous breasts among all breast malformations is 10%, the true prevalence is unknown and possibly difficult to verify, considering that most women have mild degrees of deformity and they are not informed of this condition. Usually, they are attended by pediatricians, gynecologists and general practitioners who do not satisfactorily understand that rare pathology. Breasts have a large importance in building the body image of women. The treatment of the tuberous breast is a real challenge for the surgeon, who should try to correct the shape of the breast and achieve an ideal volume of symmetry. The choice of surgical technique is based on the desires expressed by the patient and should be indicated according to the morph type of the breast. Surgical treatment is different depending on the degree of breast malformation and volume, and should be chosen from a complete clinical examination, because a poor initial clinical analysis can lead to diagnostic errors and inadequate therapeutic indication. There are a wide variety of techniques described in the literature for the treatment of tuberous breast, which include enlargement with tissue expansion or not, reduction of the nipple-areola complex and many other varieties of glanduloplasty techniques. It is very difficult to correct several forms of tuberous breasts with only one technique or intervention and, most of the time, being necessary the use of multiple interventions, always informing the patient the possibility of several procedures to achieve the best possible final result. The several known methods could be associated to treat the more complex forms of tuberous breast, and the deformation analysis will guide each step towards choosing the best technique. The present case reported demonstrates the influence that the tuberous breast has on the emotional state of the patients, due to the aesthetic and cultural importance of the breast to the female sex. Besides being a physical change of difficult surgical correction, it needs a detailed clinical evaluation for the correct therapeutic choice.
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